No time to choose an agency, tune the program?
Do you want one activity for part of the morning or just one hour?

We have prepared 3 basic teambuilding games for you, which are highly popular on the shore of Macha lake.

Preliminary instruction:
*History and present of dragon boats and their technical parameters
*Division of teams
*Training, boarding, sitting, paddling technique

Practical part:
(the duration depends on the group size and number of heats):

* Boarding of teams
* Training of paddling technique while boating on the lake
* Training starts and maintaining paddling frequency
* Small race (ca. 200 m) incl. defined route and timekeeping*
* Announcement of results
* For groups of more than 40-45 people, timed heats are added, which are added together to
determine the order for the final race/races

Price includes:
*organisation of boats incl. equipment (head+tail), life vests, paddles

* transport
* preliminary instruction
*practical part and race
* announcement of results

Conditions:
* The number of people in one dragon boat is 20 paddlers and 1 drummer.

ALL PRICES ARE LISTED EXCLUDING VAT (21%)

Alias Survivor by Brain
Objective: Test teamwork, get acquainted, wit and intelligence
For whom: groups of 10 to 100 persons, suitable also for foreigners (language neutral)
Where: this is a mobile game which is delivered directly to the hotel / compound (lounge, terrace,
beach)
Duration: ca. 1 hour
Game: played in teams of 3-6 players The team’s task is to unlock 15 locks in a special tablet application within the time limit (50 - 60 minutes)

Objective: individual or team competition - collect the most points and reach the goal within the time limit
For whom: the game can be played in Czech or English
Where: anywhere with GPS signal (outdoors)
Length: 1-5 hours based on the client’s requirements (the game may be set for 1 hour or even 5 hours)
Game: a team game based on an original mobile application - finding interesting locations using GPS
coordinates and solving riddles. It can be programmed for any place and topic (questions may be entered
as requested). The participants are divided into teams (or individuals), each team gets a tablet where they
see the map with the distributed tasks and checkpoints. The aim is to get the most points for correctly fulfilled tasks or answered questions. During the game, the position of all the teams and their scores
is shown on the map. The participants can thus use tactics to decide where to obtain more points, etc. Every fulfilled task disappears from the map and the others cannot fulfil it any longer. At the end of the game,
the goal which each team must reach by a certain deadline appears on the tablet. After the game, the results are announced and the winners awarded.

Special / individual questions at the client’s request
(e.g. from the corporate environment, sector, etc.)

